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ABSTRACT

This paper studied the analysis of rainfall data using Kagan-Rodda method. Analysis was carried out at
Duwet sub-watershed, Madiun Regency, Indonesia. The methodology was consisted of selecting available
rainfall stations at location due to Kagan-Rodda method and then analysis average rainfall based on selected
rainfall station. Result could be used to analyze design flood for planning some structures in water resources
system.     
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Introduction

The main meteorological characteristics that have a direct effect on water balance formation on land
surface general and groundwater infiltration recharge in particular are those that determine moisture input to
the surface (total precipitation), its phase state (air temperature), and evaporation conditions (air temperature
and humidity and solar radiation, which taken together, characterize the radiation, which taken together,
characterize the radiation-heat balance of land surface (Grinevskil, 2010). 

Many systems dynamics studies on water resource management focus on the global policy results of large-
scale systems. These studies use system dynamics to study long-term water resource planning and policy
analysis. However, the tendency of current research is to model systems in detail, with more emphasis on
quantitative results (Liang, 2011). Some researchers formulated an appropriate strategy that strikes a balance
between mitigating water shortages and limit total financial costs.

Drought is conceived as a multidimensional phenomenon which is difficult to model. Drought events are
characterized by their severity, duration and areal extent. Several propositions have been made recently for
limiting the dimensions of drought from the above three dimensions to one. The simplifications proposed are
to replace duration and areal extent variables by two predetermined constant quantities so that the uni-
dimensional frequency analysis of severity could lead to meaningful and practical results (Vangelis, 2011).

No certain conclusions can be made regarding the changes in the variance, which characterizes the
variation amplitude in meteorological elements around their mean values. Fisher’s test suggests a reliable
decrease in the variance and accordingly the amplitude of amount variations only in one case for air
temperature series and a reliable increase in the temperature for the warm period also in one case (Dzhamalov,
2010). 

A continuing problem in hydrology is the estimation of discharge for design purpose on watersheds with
only limited available data. The rainfall model differentiates between high and low intensity events. The
resulting rainfall statistics were checked by comparisons with measured data (Nandakumar, 1997). Physically
based rainfall-runoff models are used in hydrology for a wide range of application such as the extension of
stream flow records, estimation of flow for unmeasured watersheds, prediction of the effects of land use change
and examination of the effects of climate change (Hoybye, 1999).

Rainfall analysis was very important for designing hydraulic structure. Representative rainfall was analysis
by selecting available scheme pattern of rainfall station. There were two problems which had to consider for
determining area rainfall. The two problems were the number and distribution pattern of rainfall stations. 
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Materials and methods

This study was carried out at Duwet sub-watershed with number area of 491.977 km2 and had 11 rainfall
stations. Duwet sub-watershed was located at Madiun Regency and the map was as Figure 1. 

Kind of rainfall data which was needed in this study was yearly rainfall (1993-2007) and maximum daily
rainfall (1993-2007) Data of rainfall station was included location of stations and Thiessen Polygon, the
distance inter stations, and number of each influenced area. 

There were two important items for designing scheme of rainfall stations. The items were number and
location of rainfall stations. The steps for designing scheme of rainfall stations were as follow (Haero, 1997)
isolated station phase, isolated stations were installed for supplying local need. The number would be increased
by development of socio-economy at the location; 2) network phase1I, density of rainfall stations was higher
so that the measurement showed certain connection; 3) network phase 2 (consolidation phase), level of
connection was so high and there was big mistake of information; 4) network phase 3 (reduction phase), there
was considered that the big mistake of information would cause the high cost, so that was needed to remain
level of connection by decreasing rainfall station which had less function. 

There were two ideas for selecting number of rainfall station at a watershed. The ideas were as follow
Haero, 1993 : 1) rainfall stations were average distributed by certain pattern. It would produce estimation of
rainfall was better than fully distributed, 2) rainfall station was well located so that in some places with high
rainfall would have higher density than in the location with smaller variation of rainfall.

The characteristics of Kagan-Rodda were: 1} the procedure and analysis was so simple; 2) the need of
data which was supplied by available rainfall stations could be sufficed; 3) it could give phenomena pattern
of rainfall stations distribution with the certain error. This method was based on statistical analysis which
related density of rainfall stations with interpolation error and interpolation error averaging tool. The formula
used in this method was as follow (Haero, 1993):
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With
r(d) = coefficient of correlation for the distance of stations (d)
r(0) =  coefficient of correlation for the shortest distance of stations (d) 
d = the distance inter stations (km)
d(o) = radius of correlation
Cv = coefficient of variation
A = number area of watershed (km2)
N = number of stations
Z1 = error of tool (%)
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Z2 = interpolation error (%)
L = distance of inter station (km)

The step used for selecting rainfall station was as follow: 1) Based on plotting Kagan-Rodda scheme at
the location, it was determined nearest stations to the nodes of Kagan-Rodda. If there was more than one
station so it was selected the nearest station to the node; 2) Based on selected station, it was analyzed the
coefficient of correlation r(0) for the distance of d by using regression equation.  Selected station was as it had
coefficient correlation  which was approximate with the nearest distance of station. The selection was carried
out until number of stations was the same as the result of analysis.   

Fig. 1: Map of Duwet Sub-watershed Madiun.

Results and discussion

Based on the step of design of Kagan-Rodda scheme, the distance inter stations of Duwet watershed was
described as Table 1, the distance and coefficient correlation inter stations was as Table 2. Figure 2 described
the relation among the number of rainfall station by using average method. Map of Kagan Rodda Scheme was
as Figure 3.

The analysis of rainfall station scheme due to level of rainfall scheme development showed that the
scheme condition had reached network phase 3 or reduction phase. In this level, collected more information
from rainfall stations would increase operational cost. It meant that there was suggested to loss the station
which was assumed not to be impacted for analysis.

Fig. 2: The relation between the number of rainfall station by using average method. (kesalahan perataan Z1=
average error Z1 and interpolasi Z2 = interpolation Z2, jumlah stasiun = number of station).
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Fig 3: Map of Kagan-Rodda Scheme at Duwet Watershed.

Table 1: The distance inter stations at Duwet watershed.
Nama Stasiun Krowe Dukuh Nguri Ngunut Ngbel Talun Gombal Dolopo Saragan Sareng Takeran
Krowe 0 8.098 6.002 5.857 29.217 22.392 16.916 16.677 13.665 16.836 11.262
Dukuh 0 5.987 9.379 24.061 17.881 11.881 13.302 10.664 14.618 12.363
Nguri 0 3.603 23.229 16.391 10.997 10.703 7.686 11.063 6.769
Ngunut 0 24.921 17.970 13.250 12.034 9.199 11.644 5.457
Ngbel 0 6.954 12.411 12.899 15.754 13.873 20.769
Talun 0 6.003 5.946 8.822 7.134 13.910
Gombal 0 3.549 4.448 5.998 10.559
Dolopo 0 3.017 2.451 8.135
Saragan 0 3.967 6.122
Sareng 0 6.933
Takeran 0

Table 2: The distance and coefficient correlation inter stations at Duwet watershed.
Nama Stasiun Krowe Dukuh Nguri Ngunut Ngbel Talun Gombal Dolopo Saragan Sareng Takeran
Krowe 0 8.098 6.002 5.857 29.217 22.392 16.916 16.677 13.665 16.836 11.262

0.457 0.058 0.431 0.065 0.254 0.101 0.018 0.122 0.181 0.190
Dukuh 0 5.987 9.379 24.061 17.881 11.881 13.302 10.664 14.618 12.363

0.102 0.218 0.412 0.067 0.289 0.312 0.087 0.124 0.072
Nguri  0 3.603 23.229 16.391 10.997 10.703 7.686 11.063 6.769

0.128 0.109 0.116 0.290 0.364 0.110 0.277 0.077
Ngunut 0 24.921 17.970 13.250 12.034 9.199 11.644 5.47

0.282 0.060 0.101 0.210 0.155 0.200 0.329
Ngbel 0 6.954 12.411 12.899 15.754 13.873 20.769

0.335 0.275 0.062 0.006 0.593 0.427
Talun 0 6.003 5.946 8.822 7.134 13.910

0.502 0.438 0.779 0.537 0.600
 Gombal 0 3.549 4.448 5.998 10.559

0.437 0.061 0.628 0.046
Dolopo 0 3.017 2.451 8.135

0.091 0.481 0.206
Saragan 0 3.967 61.22

0.239 0.155
 Sareng 0 6.933

0.165
Takeran 0

Conclusion:

The analysis of rainfall stations used Kagan-Rodda method was selected 5 rainfall stations of 11 available
rainfall stations which would produced accuracy rainfall analysis.  The analysis was due to 5% of average
error. Length of Kagan-Rodda was L = 10.614 km and the density of station scheme were 98.395 km2/ station.
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